How was the Arcadian Thames Created?

Why do we have such a remarkable landscape? It is the result of successive
generations of Royal and aristocratic patronage shaping the landscape

The Royal associations began in the Saxon Age in Kingston still
commemorated by the ‘King’s Stone’ in the centre of the town.

By the late medieval period the
landscape started to be controlled and
shaped by the Royals through the
construction of royal palaces and
hunting parks. Edward I at Shene,
Henry VII at Richmond , Henry VIII at
Hampton Court and the George’s at
Kew.

The nobility were quick to follow the Royals, chasing the concentration of power
established by the Royal family building their own riverside villas along the
Thames - a villa landscape that stretched from Hampton to Chiswick.

The Eighteenth Century
Arcadian Thames
These nobles began to
create a classical rural
paradise along the banks
of the Thames : The
idealised world of Virgil’s
Golden Age of Ancient
Greece transferred to the
banks of the Thames.
From this – Arcadia
became a byword for
rural bliss. This could
have ended up simply as
a piece of pastoral
aristocratic fun – a
footnote in English
history but something
strange happened on the
banks of the Arcadian
Thames – something
that was to change the
face of the western world

Remarkably the right people (such as Joseph Addison, James Thompson, and
Alexander Pope), came together in the right place all at the right time as this
Arcadia was being created. A cult of perceiving beauty in the landscape in the
classical pastoral tradition inspired on and below Richmond Hill was born
leading to a radical new way of thinking about landscape

Let all in nature not be forgot
But treat the Goddess like a modest fair
Nor over-dress, nor leave her wholly bare.
Let not each beauty ev’ry where be spy’d
Where half the skill is decently to hide.
He gains all points, who pleasingly confounds
Surprises, varies and conceals the bounds

From Epistle to Lord Burlington by Alexander Pope

Henrietta Howard Countess of Suffolk at
Marble Hill

Queen Caroline’s Garden at
Richmond Lodge

Two ‘Arcadian Patrons’ emerged to champion these new ideas.
They used their power and wealth to transform their estates into a
classical Arcadia, using the revolutionary new ideas that were being
created along the banks of the Thames using a new generation of
garden designers such as Charles Bridgeman and William Kent

All the right ingredients were now in place for a revolution: that became known
as The English Landscape Movement, where the boundaries between art, nature
and landscape were blurred

Sweeping away the formal gardens that dominated Europe at the time. The ideas
quickly spread - William Kent at Chiswick , at Stowe and by Capability Brown
for George III and the Duke of Northumberland at Syon/Kew The English
landscape garden became the height of good taste.

The cult of perceiving beauty in the landscape in the classical pastoral
tradition first inspired on and below Richmond Hill by Thompson and
Pope and patronised by Queen Caroline and Henrietta Howard had
created the English Landscape Movement

The English Landscape Movement

The Arcadian Thames continued to inspire

The Arcadian Thames became a place for men of
letters, painters, writers, poets, actors and
musicians: Turner, Walpole, Dickens, The Rolling
Stones .............

The People’s Landscape

In the eighteenth century, the great Royal and
aristocratic palaces were opened up for the public to
enjoy. The Arcadian Thames became the playground
for London where messing about on the river was the
order of the day.

The river continued to
flow and attract visitors
but by the 1880’s the
fortunes of the Arcadian
Thames were changing.
One by one the great
riverside villas were being
sold, broken up and
redeveloped.
Some were purchased for public benefit such as at Buccleugh House and
turned into public gardens. But most were sold for development as suburbia
crept relentlessly up the River Thames

This caused national outrage leading to........Indignation!

Local people rallied together to save
their cherished landscapes. At
Kingston - Canbury Gardens were
opened, at Kew - Brentford Ait was
constructed to hide industrial
Brentford from Kew.
The greatest struggle however, was
the fight to save the view from
Richmond Hill that led to The
Richmond, Ham and Petersham
Open Spaces Act 1902 – still the
only view protected by Act of
Parliament in the UK. Drawn up by
Sir Robert Hunter , the Act is
regarded as the first piece of
modern environmental legislation
enshrining in English law that the
public has a legitimate interest in
private property without the reordering of society as William
Morris had argued would be
necessary. Without this Act much
of the Arcadian Thames would now
be built on.

The Arcadian Thames continued to attract visitors throughout the 20 th Century

That today is the largest connected open
space in London – a world class landscape
unique to any European capital city

